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Abstract. Models of business processes are usually created and pre-
sented using some visual notation. In this way, one can express impor-
tant activities, milestones, and actors of a process using interconnected
graphical symbols. While it has been established for other types of mod-
els that their graphical layout is a factor in making sense of these, this
aspect has not been investigated in the business process modeling area.
This paper proposes a set of propositions about the effects of the sec-
ondary notation, which entails layout, on process model comprehension.
While individual graphical readership and pattern recognition skills are
known mediators in interpreting visual cues, these propositions take ex-
pertise into account. The goal of this paper is to lay the foundation of
follow-up, empirical investigations to challenge these propositions.

Keywords: process modeling, secondary notation, comprehension,
modeling expertise.

1 Introduction

Business process models have become an integral part of organizational engi-
neering efforts. They are used both on the business level for describing business
operations in a consistent way as well as on the technical level for specifying re-
quirements that have to be supported by enterprise software. As a consequence,
business process design is now one of the major reasons for conducting con-
ceptual modeling projects [14]. The process models created in these initiatives
capture among others what tasks, events, states, and control flow logic consti-
tute a business process. The different symbols for these elements are part of
the graphical notation of process modeling languages. Using a process modeling
tool, these symbols are typically placed on a modeling canvas and connected
with arcs. The result is a visual model that represents a business process.

Business process models play an important role in facilitating documentation
and communication between different stakeholders in a process design project.
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Therefore, they should be created in a way to best serve this purpose. A major
requirement is that they reveal their content in an intuitive and easily under-
standable manner [15]. Prior research has shown that several factors influence
the understanding of a process model; for instance, complex models created
by human modelers are more likely to contain errors [26], modeling expertise
appears to improve understanding performance [24], and characteristics of the
modeling notation have a direct impact on comprehension [19].

While these factors are well covered by current research, the influence of graph-
ical layout on understanding is partly acknowledged (e.g. in [24]) but not yet
thoroughly investigated for process models. We address this research gap by re-
visiting empirical findings on graph aesthetics in this paper. We also discuss in
detail how modeling expertise interacts with the quality of the graphical lay-
out of a process model. Our contribution is a set of propositions that builds on
a sound theoretical foundation of cognitive research. These propositions are a
starting point for investigating the influence of graph layout on process model
understanding empirically.

The paper proceeds accordingly. Section 2 motivates the importance of graph-
ical layout by the help of a process model example. Furthermore, we introduce
secondary notation as a cognitive dimension relevant to this problem. Section 3
discusses expertise as an important factor that interacts with layout quality.
We revisit related work on computer programme comprehension, and discuss
its relevance to process model layout. Section 4 presents propositions that build
on the theoretical discussion of the previous sections. In Section 5 we discuss
different measurement options for an operationalization of the propositions in
an experiment. Section 6 closes the paper with a conclusion and an outlook on
future research.

2 Graphical Layout and Understanding

This section discusses the relevance of graphical layout for model understanding.
We stick to the Business Process Modeling Notation (BPMN) to illustrate our
argument. The BPMN specification provides a standardized graphical notation
that is meant to be easily understandable by all relevant stakeholders [37]. It
offers notation elements for activities, events, and routing conditions (gateways),
which are connected by control flow arcs.

Figure 1 presents a sales process modeled in BPMN. The process starts with
the submission of a quote. The customer and the company then negotiate the
contract. If both parties cannot agree on the contract, they can re-negotiate it.
Instead, they can also decline the contract such that it is archived. Once the
parties agree on the contract, the responsible department approves it depending
on the contract value. If it is below five million dollar, the sales department
approves the contract. If the value is larger or equal to that amount, the regional
manager must approve the contract. Following the approval, the user deal is
concluded. After the contract is archived, the business process ends.

The whole process in Figure 1 is built using different BPMN notation elements
that are connected by arcs. The process is initiated with a start event which is
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Fig. 1. Sales Process Model in BPMN (Good Layout)

depicted as a circle. There are different events in BPMN which usually affect the
process flow. Events occur due to a trigger or they mark a result [37]. Rounded-
corner rectangles mark activities in the process model, which represent different
tasks to be performed within a process. After the activity ‘Negotiate Contract’
an XOR gateway is reached and shown as a diamond shape. It defines a decision
point. BPMN offers different gateways including XOR, AND, and OR to control
the sequence flow in a business process model. The BPMN process terminates
with an end event, drawn as a circle with a bold line.
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Fig. 2. Sales Process Model in BPMN (Bad Layout)

Although BPMN specifies the set of notation elements to be used in a process
model, it does not make any normative statements on how the elements should
be positioned. Figure 1 and Figure 2 illustrate this fact by showing the same sales
process using two different layouts. Although the processes differ in their visual
representation, the process models are identical from a logical point of view.
Their semantics are the same, but their effect on the human reader might still
be different in terms of understanding. Cognitive research into program compre-
hension has coined the terms first notation and secondary notation to describe
this phenomenon. The modeling notation as a formal set of symbols is defined as
first notation. First notation specifies the semantics of all graphical elements of
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a particular notation such as BPMN. However, the visual characteristics of the
model are not limited by first notation. By enriching the process model with in-
formation beyond the formal notation (e.g. color, line strength, etc.), the reader
may access the information captured in the model with a differing degree of ease
[28]. Visual cues, which are not part of a notation, are known as secondary nota-
tion [28,29]. Among others, the model designer is free in selecting the graphical
position of model elements. Accordingly, we can state that the models presented
in Figure 1 and Figure 2 differ in terms of secondary notation. Although these
visual cues do not change the semantics of a model, they have been identified as
an important factor of model comprehension in prior research [27,28].

It is important to note that secondary notation is not constrained in its use.
Graphical layout is one particular aspect of secondary notation that is known to
influence understanding [30]. It is an appealing feature of graphical layout that
it can be traced back to a number of layout parameters. For some domains, e.g.
electronics, several hints and rules exist how and when secondary notation should
be used [20]. Also model designers often use rules of thumb when changing layout
parameters [28]. The priority of these rules may even be adjusted while a model
is created. Prior research has shown that the comprehension of graphical layout
of a model depends upon a number of parameters [10,28,30,31]. Some of these
parameters have been identified as having a strong influence with respect to
the understanding of a model [28,30]. In the following, the most relevant layout
factors with respect to graphical layout are presented by mentioning their effect
on overall understanding and by relating them to the two versions of the sales
process.

– Line Crossings: The higher the number of crossings within a graphical
layout, the lower the readability of that layout [28]. In [30] it is shown that
line crossings influence the understanding most of all. The model in Figure 1
does not contain any line crossings while the model in Figure 2 contains
three crossings.

– Edge Bends: The number of edge bends negatively affects the understand-
ing of a process model [30,31]. The graphical layout of the process model in
Figure 1 contains eight edge bends, the model shown in Figure 2 exhibits 12
bends.

– Symmetry: Graphical layouts where elements are placed more symmetric
are easier readable. However, the effect of symmetry is lower than the one
of line crossings [30,31]. The graphical elements, activities ‘Approve regional
manager’ and ‘Approve sales’, are shown symmetrically in the model pre-
sented in Figure 1 while in the other model they are not placed
symmetrically.

– Use of Locality: Graphical elements which are related to each other shall
be placed close to each other making them easier recognizable and leading
to a higher understanding of the model [29]. The activity ‘Approve sales’
in the model depicted in Figure 2 is not positioned close to the preceding
XOR-gateway.
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The significance of these layout parameters for comprehension builds on cog-
nitive insights regarding the process of reading and understanding a process
model. There are two aspects of this process that are influenced by the visual
representation. Graphical readership describes the ability to read a business pro-
cess model. This means, first, to identify the graphical elements and visual cues
shown in the model, and second, to interpret their individual meaning specified
in the modeling notation [13,28]. The process of reading a process model is less a
matter of intuition because the reader has to understand the semantics of mod-
eling notation. Order is an important concept of process models, and Figure 2
aims to illustrate that it can be obfuscated by unappropriate layout. The second
important aspect is pattern recognition. As the term emphasizes, a model usually
contains certain patterns that altogether describe a specific behavior within a
business process. Several workflow patterns such as the Exclusive Choice have
been described in [1]. A model reader must recognize a pattern in the graphical
layout in order to access the information described by the pattern. The sales
process includes the Exclusive Choice pattern combined with a Simple Merge.
Together they define a more complex decision block, which is obfuscated in
Figure 2. Furthermore, there is a Structured Loop pattern (see [34]) at the activ-
ity ‘Negotiate contract’. Again, this pattern is easily visible in Figure 1, but not
in Figure 2. In large process models, it is likely to be more difficult to recognize
workflow patterns that are obfuscated by bad layout. Both aspects, graphical
readership and pattern recognition, are influenced by layout parameters, and
they contribute to the understanding of a process model.

3 Modeling Expertise and Understanding

In the previous section we identified the impact of layout on graphical readership
and pattern recognition. Clearly, graphical readership and pattern recognition
skills vary between readers of a model. Therefore, model comprehension has to
be correlated with these individual skills.

Consider again the two versions of BPMN sales model from the previous
chapter, and assume it is presented to both a first-year Bachelor’s student in
Information Systems, and a professor with a research focus on process modeling.
Both individuals get the task to read and interpret these process models. Even
without a proper analysis of knowledge and skills of both individuals, we would
assume that the professor is much faster and more accurate in understanding
compared to the first-year student. The advantage of the professor can be traced
back to his gained expertise and his extensive knowledge in the field of pro-
cess modeling. This does not only cover the graphical elements of the notation
(graphical readership) which might be new or even unfamiliar to the student.
Furthermore, the professor will likely be able to recognize common patterns in
the model (pattern recognition). Besides these rather obvious statements, the
comparison between the student and the professor is not directly clear when the
layout is changed. How will the variation in layout influence the relative perfor-
mance? Before giving a preliminary answer to this question, we revisit different
aspects and constructs related to expertise.
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The importance of modeling expertise for process modeling has been con-
firmed in different works. The survey by Bandara on success factors of process
modeling establishes modeler expertise as a critical issue [6]. This success factor
describes “the experiences of the person conducting the modeling, in terms of
conceptual modeling in general and process modeling in particular.” A set of
sub-constructs is also identified including required skills, knowledge and experi-
ence. In this way, the factor also covers the criterion user training that captures
the extent of knowledge given to a users about the modeling tool and modeling
procedures. Language expertise is mentioned in [5] as a more specific factor. Cor-
responding scales have been defined by Recker for familiarity with a modeling
language.

Expertise as a general factor for process modeling comprehension has also
been confirmed in experimental designs. Mendling and Strembeck find that the-
oretical knowledge has a significant influence on process model understanding
such that experienced modelers perform better in understanding [25]. Similar
observations are made in [24] where understanding tasks were presented to 73
students from three European universities. A significant difference was observed
in comprehension performance among the three group, which was traced back to
a broader and deeper teaching of Petri nets at one university. This study discusses
a potential threat to validity in terms of expertise. Student could be classified as
novices, such that the results would not hold for professionals who are experts in
the field. For this reason, the results are discussed with 12 professional process
modelers for their conclusiveness [24]. In an experiment on modularity, 28 Dutch
process consultants are involved who are assumed to be experts [33].

The definition of the concept of expertise turns out to be quite challenging.
In demotic definitions the condition of being an expert is used to describe the
term expertise. It is often related to extensive skill or knowledge in a particu-
lar field [36]. Green et al. describe expertise from a cognitive sciences point of
view. “Expertise is not only a characteristic of higher-order cognitive logic but
also of perceptual logic, that can be trained to better support cognitive oper-
ations through ‘perceptual expertise’” [18]. The aspect that expertise is based
on trained skills and gained knowledge seems to be of the utmost importance.
The field of psychology has analyzed the notion of expert and exceptional per-
formance [16]. There, expert performance is characterized by a “varying balance
between training and experience (nurture) on one hand and innate differences in
capacities and talents (nature) on the other” whereas “experts knowledge and
task-specific reactions must have been acquired through experience”. This un-
derstanding builds upon the theory of expertise formulated by Chase and Simon
in 1973 [12]. They postulated that expertise is “the result of acquiring, during
many years of experience in their domain, vast amounts of knowledge and the
ability to perform pattern-based retrieval”. Although expertise is often equated
with “the amount and complexity of knowledge gained through extensive experi-
ence of activities in a domain”, it is stated that this criterion is not sufficient for
measuring an individual’s performance on a task [16]. Bonner and Pennington
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noticed that “most experts are highly specialized, and task-specific experience
is a better, but still modest, predictor of performance” [8].

An important feature of expertise can be highlighted by the so-called 10-years
rule of necessary preparation. According to this rule, not even the most talented
individuals can attain international performance without approximately 10 years
of preparation. Ericsson and Lehmann found out that the mere number of years
of experience with relevant activities in a domain is typically only weakly re-
lated to performance [16]. Individualized training activities designed to improve
specific aspects of an individuals performance through repetition and successive
refinement seem to play a more important role because they cause physiological
and neurological adaption in the body. These training activities where labeled
by Ericsson and Lehmann as deliberate practice. They found out that a daily
amount of four hours of fully concentrated training appears to be a sustainable
basis for most humans. In addition, the correlation of talent and expert perfor-
mance suggests that talent, i.e. innate domain-specific basic capacities, has a
small, possibly negligible impact on expert performance. Hence, an individual’s
performance who solely gained years of expertise is much lower than those of an
expert who took part in an substantial amount of training and practice. Experts
make extensive use of planning, reasoning, anticipating and controlling in order
to face new learning tasks and to increasingly improve their performance.

There are some perspectives on expertise that are prone to wrong conclu-
sions. The levels of expertise are often discussed by referring to the terms novice
and expert in order to indicate a rather weak or strong expertise (see e.g. the
notion of ‘expert modeler’ in [5]). This distinction is problematic because there
exists no clear definition of both terms, making it difficult to unambiguously
identify people as novices or experts. In this way, the spectrum between low
and high expertise is ignored. The terms novice and expert are sometimes also
used in a simplifying way by equating novices with students and experts with
professionals, which is an classification to be justified. Beyond that, relying on
a self-assessment has been found unsuitable for identifying novices and experts
in different works. In [24] it was shown that self-assessment of students concern-
ing their process modeling knowledge is not correlated to their performance in
understanding. Similar observations have been made in [9]. This clarifies the ne-
cessity of an objective and systematic assessment of a person’s process modeling
expertise.

Summing up, current research makes wide use of the terms novice and expert
but evades to define these constructs and tends to use them in a demotic way.
This approach may be sufficiently for nominally distinguishing between weak
and strong expertise, but can hardly be used for more finely granulated lev-
els of distinction. When talking about process model understanding based on
a model’s secondary notation, a more detailed distinction between levels of ex-
pertise would be useful. Therefore a combination of the presented approaches
should be considered using a combination of information given by the individual
itself (e.g. duration and frequency of practical experience and training), plus
additionally an objective measure of the individual’s skills (e.g. the ability of
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Table 1. The different Aspects of Expertise

Aspect Authors

Modeler expertise (skills, knowledge, experience) Bandara [6, p.169]
User training and competence

Modeling language expertise Aranda [5]

Familiarity with language Recker [32]

Self-assessment of theoretical knowledge Mendling, Reijers, Cardoso [24]
Self-assessment of practical experience
Students versus Practitioners

Theoretical knowledge Mendling and Strembeck [25]
Time of being involved with process modeling
Intensity of being involved with process modeling

Years of work experience at process consultancy Mendling and Reijers [33]
Years of field experience in process consulting
Highest eduction degree
Estimated number of modeled processes
Estimated average size of modeled processes

Perceptual expertise Green et al. [18]

Exceptional performance (training, experience, and
talent)

Ericsson and Lehmann [16]
Bonner and Pennington [8]

Expert performance (amount and complexity of
knowledge, and task-specific experience)
Experts performance (number of years of experience
and deliberate practice)

Experience Chase and Simon [12]
Knowledge
Ability to recognize patterns

Non-validity of self-assessment Mendling, Reijers, Cardoso [24]
Burton-Jones and Meso [9]

pattern-recognition and graphical readership). In contrast to earlier research ex-
periments, this approach should highlight the aspect of individual skills and
abilities and do not only focus on the amount of both theoretical and practical
knowledge and experience. An important step will be to reveal how and to what
extent individuals gained perceptual expertise through intensive training and
make use of certain mechanisms, e.g. planning, reasoning, anticipating and con-
trolling, that distinguishes the expert from the novice. Table 1 lists the different
aspects of expertise, that piece together the term expertise.

4 Propositions

In this section, we bring together observations on layout and expertise as factors
of process model understanding. We argue that the effect of secondary notation
on model comprehension must also take individual expertise into account, as
recognition capabilities can be trained. Indeed, the interaction between a model’s
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Fig. 3. 2-dimensional 2x2 Matrix displaying Process Model Understanding

layout quality and modeling expertise is partly considered in several studies. One
of the most comprehensive studies concerning the layout-expertise interaction
was undertaken by Petre [28]. When analyzing readership skills and graphical
programming, Petre discovered that novice modelers usually create models that
are less comprehensible due to poor use of the secondary notation. The secondary
notation allows expert modelers to concentrate on relevant graphical elements,
to disregard irrelevant information and recognize patterns. Furthermore, novice
users of graphics tend to lack reading and search strategies. These strategies
correlate with modeling experience and are the result of extensive learning.

Building on the arguments of the previous sections, we can assume that:

– Given an arbitrary process model, a good graphical layout increases model un-
derstanding, whereas a bad graphical layout decreases model understanding.

– Given an arbitrary process model, an expert performs significantly better
when it comes to model understanding, compared to an individual classified
as a novice.

Based on these two basic propositions, we can reason about the joint impact
of graphical layout and expertise on process model understanding. Let us again
consider the professor and the student trying to comprehend a process model.
We illustrate the problem in a 2-dimensional matrix, including graphical layout
and expertise as the two axis (see Figure 3). This matrix contains four areas for
each combination of the two factors. According to propositions (1) and (2), the
professor would perform significantly better than the student on both good and
bad layout. Furthermore, good layout would be understood significantly better
by both professor and student. We expect that the student will struggle with the
bad layout, whereas he is able to cope with the good one. Instead, the professor
is able to perform well even with the bad layout, whereas he performs excellent
with the good one.

Taking the consolidated findings from the previous sections into account, we
are able to formulate the following propositions:
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H1a. For process models with bad layout, experts are likely to perform signif-
icantly better than novices for tasks of model comprehension. We expect that
experts, although layout cues are obfuscated, can demonstrate their knowledge
of reading and understanding information from the models. Experts are presum-
ably capable to recognize hidden workflow patterns and visual cues using their
modeling expertise and perceptual training. Contrarily, we expect novices to
lack practical expertise on graphical readership and pattern recognition. There-
fore, novices face problems of perceiving and interpreting relevant information
in process models.

H1b. For process models with layout that use secondary notation for providing
visual cues, we expect that experts perform significantly better than novices for
comprehension tasks. We assume that experts exhibit their perceptual and prac-
tical expertise especially when good layouts are presented. Due to their gained
experience experts perform faster and better than novices in understanding these
process models. Novices might be slower as they lack efficient reading and search
techniques in order to access information in a fast way.

H2a. For novices with a lack of modeling expertise, we hypothesize that good
layout of process models significantly enhances model understanding. Bad lay-
out makes it difficult or impossible for novices to extract information while good
layout greatly supports the information extraction process. Novices might not
recognize workflow patterns in badly layouted models due to missing expertise.
Thus, they cannot uncover all information shown in the layout. Therefore, pro-
cess models with a good layout support the understanding of novices.

H2b. For experts with practical and theoretical experience, we postulate that
bad layout of process models significantly decreases the performance of model
understanding. We expect experts being able to extract and interpret infor-
mation from bad layouts with the help of perceptual expertise. However, good
layout should increase the performance of experts as it supports graphical read-
ership and pattern recognition. Even though experts know sophisticated search
strategies, bad layouts hinders both abilities of graphical readership and pattern
recognition. Therefore, we expect a higher understanding of experts for good
layout.

H3. We expect that the effect of layout on model understanding will be greater
for novices than for experts. Experts will be faster and more accurate in reading
relevant information from a process model, even if it is obfuscated by bad lay-
out. Since novices do not know appropriate search strategies, they will be more
dependant on an intuitive presentation of the information using a supportive
process model layout.

Altogether, we assume that both groups will be affected by the way how
the process model is graphically laid out, but this impact will be greater for
novices.
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5 Experimental Setup

In this section, we discuss the experimental setup. We will focus on potential in-
teractions, and how we aim to track them. Section 5.1 elaborates on the stimulus
and the general setup of the experiment. Section 5.2 discusses the dimensions of
performance that we aim to measure. Section 5.3 emphasizes potential interac-
tion effects, and how we aim to deal with them.

5.1 Stimulus

In order to investigate the impact of graphical layout on process model under-
standing, we have to use structurally equivalent models with different layout.
There are different challenges in this regard. First, due to learning effects, it is
not possible to show the same model to the same person, once with good and
once with bad layout. We therefore have to use a block design where partici-
pants are randomly assigned to one of two groups such that they either see the
good or the bad version of the model. Second, we have to investigate the level of
variation in layout parameters in order to find out which changes are significant.
The authors of [7] conducted a pre-test to study the strength of impact of their
stimulus. Based on the results they used three classes of variation. Analogously,
we plan to investigate how huge the variation in layout parameters like bend-
ing points and edge crossings should be in the experiment to have a potential
impact.

5.2 Comprehension Performance

We aim to measure comprehension performance in different dimensions. Accu-
racy (number of correct answers), efficiency (comprehension time), and efficacy
(accuracy divided by time) are the major performance measures in the context
[17]. Since layout is highly perceptual, we also aim to record perceived difficulty.
The selection of questions on model comprehension requires specific care. It is
common practice to utilize questions, for which an answer can be objectively
judged to be correct or wrong [24,25]. This call for objectivity implies ignoring
the (informal) content of activity labels, and using abstract letters as activity
names instead. The focus will then be on binary relationships between two ac-
tivities in terms of execution order, exclusiveness, concurrency, and repetition.
These relationships play an important role for reading, modifying, and validat-
ing the model. Respective statements such as “Executing activity ai implies that
aj will be executed later” can be easily verified using the reachability graph of
the process model. A reachability graph captures all states and transitions rep-
resented by the process model and it can be (automatically) generated from
it. For some classes of models, several relationship can be calculated more ef-
ficiently without the reachability graph. For instance, the concurrency relation
can be constructed for those process models that map to free-choice Petri nets
in O(n3) time [22].

There is also a debate on how representative a question is for the overall
model understanding. As the number of questions can become quite large for
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estimating understanding within the boundaries of a given confidence interval
[21], we rather plan to identify difficult questions based on a notion of distance
in the process model graph. A different option is to choose questions randomly,
and later calculate measures of consistency like Cronbach’s Alpha for the actu-
ally given answers. The rationale here would be that consistent sets of answers
were likely to be a good estimate for general model understanding. The disad-
vantage of the latter option is that confidence in the measurement can only be
established post-hoc. We expect a greater variation in understanding by using
difficult questions instead of selecting random questions. Still, it can easily be
combined with a consistency analysis after gather data.

5.3 Potential Interactions

There are several factors that might have a potential influence on process model
understanding. In the previous sections, we have already discussed that we aim to
analyze different aspects of process modeling expertise as main covariates. There
are other factors discussed in literature including model size and complexity,
domain knowledge, modeling purpose, and modeling notation.

The importance of model characteristics is the foundation for work into pro-
cess model metrics. Metrics have been defined for different structural and behav-
ioral aspects of a process model including control-flow complexity (CFC) [11],
size, complexity, and coupling [4], modularity [2], or structuredness [26]. Their
impact on model understanding and error probability has been studied in dif-
ferent works – see [26] for an overview. In our experiment we aim to neutralize
the impact of size and structure on understanding as much as possible. Similar
to [24] we plan to choose models of comparable size.

Domain knowledge might also have an impact. If someone is knowledgable in
health-care and he answers questions on hospital process models, it is not directly
clear whether a good performance can be attributed to model comprehension or
domain knowledge. In general, people may find it easier to read a model about
the domain they are familiar with than other models. While this has not been
established for process models, it is known from software engineering that domain
knowledge affects the understanding of particular code [23]. We aim to neutralize
the impact of domain knowledge by using abstract letters as activity names.

The understanding of a model may be affected by the specific purpose the
modeler had in mind. The best example is that some process models are not
intended to be used on a day-to-day basis by people but instead are explic-
itly created for automatic enactment. In such a case, less care will be given to
make them comprehensible to humans. The differences between process models
as a result of different modeling purposes are mentioned, for example, in [15].
Empirical research into this factor is missing.

In the presence of many different notations for process models, e.g. UML Ac-
tivity diagrams, EPCs, BPMN, YAWL, and Petri nets, it cannot be ruled out
that some of these are inherently more suitable to convey meaning to people
than others. Empirical research that has explored this difference is, for example,
reported in [35]. According to these publications, the impact of the notation
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being used is not very high, maybe because the languages are too similar. Sim-
ilar observations are made in [32]. Other research that compares notations of
a different focus identify a significant impact on understanding [19,3]. We try
to neutralize the impact of the notation on an experiment by using the BPMN
notation. It is a widely accepted standard and it covers those routing elements
that are also found in other languages like EPCs or YAWL. Furthermore, we
will focus on those BPMN elements actually used in modeling practice [38].

6 Conclusion

This paper is motivated by the importance of comprehension for the use of
business process models. We have discussed expertise and graphical layout as
two important factors affecting the ease of process model comprehension. Our
contribution is a set of hypotheses that build on a sound theoretical foundation.
In particular, we argue that graphical layout influences model comprehension
for both experts and novices, but that the effect would be greater for the latter.
From these arguments, our plans for future work follow naturally: the proposed
hypotheses will be challenged by empirical research that we plan to conduct at
our universities in Berlin and Eindhoven.

A clear limitation of our work that needs to be noted is that further interacting
factors may be at work that influence process model comprehension. For exam-
ple, some notations display a wider variety of graphical constructs than others,
so that the considered process modeling language may mediate the effect of the
secondary notation as we discussed. Considering the early state of research in
the area of process model understanding, we see no other option than to try and
study the various factors in combinations that are manageable from an experi-
mental perspective. At the same time, it would be a very welcome development
if other researchers would engage in these topics, so that progress can be made
in distinguishing the most important interactions. Indeed, the presentation of
our hypotheses at this stage may be considered as an explicit encouragement
and invitation.
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